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Conflict Update # 67 

May 22nd, 2022 

Conflict Assessment 

Key Takeaways 

Ukrainian sources confirmed that 

Russian forces have secured local 
advances to the north and west of 
Popasna since at least May 20. Russian 
forces likely seek to push further west 
toward Bakhmut and north to support the 
encirclement of Severodonetsk but 
remain unlikely to achieve rapid advances.  

Russian forces will likely attempt to 

hold positions west of the Siverskyi 
Donets River against Ukrainian attacks 
(rather than retreating across the river) to 
prevent further Ukrainian advances from 
threatening Russian lines of 
communication to Izyum. 

Russian occupying forces continued 

filtration and deportation procedures in 
and around Mariupol. 

Russian forces are likely preparing to 
resume offensives on the southern axis. 

Subordinate Main Effort—Southern 
Kharkiv, Donetsk, Luhansk Oblasts - 
Russian forces continued to prepare to 
resume offensive operations southeast of 
Izyum but did not make any confirmed 
advances on May 22. Ukrainian General 
Staff noted that their forces around Izyum 
are creating conditions to resume 
offensive actions toward Slovyansk. 
Russian troops shelled frontline 
settlements to the southeast and 
southwest of Izyum, indicating continued 
Russian plans to move southward from Izyum toward the Donetsk Oblast administrative border. 

Their forces continued ground assaults around Severodonetsk but did not make any confirmed advances in this area 
today. Ukrainian General Staff reported that Russian troops conducted unsuccessful offensive operations around 
Oskolonivka, Purdivka, Schedryshcheve, and Smolyianinove, all settlements to the east of Severodonetsk. These offensive 
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operations are likely meant to encircle Severodonetsk from the 
east, supporting previous advances towards the city from the 
north (via Rubizhne), west (via Bilohorivka), and south (via 
Popasna). Ukrainian sources also confirmed Russian claims that 
ISW was previously unable to verify that Russian troops have 
secured limited advances north and west of Popasna since at 
least May 20. Ukrainian General Staff confirmed that fighting is 
ongoing in the area of Toshkivka, Komyshuvakha, Trypillya, and 
Vasylivka—all settlements around Popasna where Russian 
sources claimed to have broken through Ukrainian defenses on 
May 21, though ISW cannot confirm if Russian forces have fully 
captured any of these locations. Geolocated combat footage 
from Volodymirivka, just west of Popasna, further corroborates 
these claims. Russian forces attacking out of Popasna in several 
directions likely seek to both complete the encirclement of 
Severodonetsk from the south and push westward in Donetsk 
Oblast toward Bakhmut via Trypillya, Lypove, and Vasylivka.  

Russian forces continued artillery attacks around Lyman on May 
22 but did not make any confirmed ground advances in the area. 
Militia forces of the Donetsk People’s Republic claimed that they 
took control of Novoselivka, a village in southern Donetsk 
Oblast. 

Supporting Effort #1—Mariupol - Russian forces continued 

clearing the territory of the Azovstal Steel Plant on May 22 and 
carrying out strict filtration and deportation procedures. The 
Territorial Defense Headquarters of the Donetsk People’s 
Republic (DNR) claimed that 313 people, including 55 children, 
were deported from Mariupol to a filtration camp in 
Bezymmene. Advisor to the Mayor of Mariupol Petro 
Andryushenko claimed that 70 people, including 12 children, 
were forcibly deported to Russia from Mariupol via the Nikolske 
filtration camp, although ISW cannot independently verify this 
claim. Andryushchenko additionally stated that the occupation 
administration has tightened movement controls through the 
city of Mariupol, which is consistent with ISW’s earlier 
assessments that the information environment in Mariupol will 
become increasingly restricted in the coming weeks.  

Supporting Effort #2—Kharkiv City - Russian forces 
focused on maintaining their positions north of Kharkiv City and 
shelled Ukrainian positions on May 22. The Ukrainian General 
Staff reported that elements of the Russian 6th Combined Arms 
Army and Baltic Fleet are fighting to prevent Ukrainian troops 
from reaching the international border. The Internal Ministry of 
the Luhansk People’s Republic (LNR) additionally stated that its 
personnel are operating in the towns of Kozacha Lopan and 
Rubizhne (the Rubizhne in Kharkiv Oblast, not Luhansk Oblast), 
confirming ISW’s previous assessment that Russian forces 
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retook some territory on May 19 that was previously captured 
by Ukrainian forces. Russian forces continued to inflict artillery 
damage on settlements around Kharkiv City.  

Supporting Effort #3—Southern Axis - Russian forces likely 

continued preparations for renewed offensives on the southern 
axis on May 22. Ukrainian General Staff reported that Russian 
troops on this axis are focusing on building secondary lines of 
defense, strengthening air defense systems, conducting 
reconnaissance, and shelling Ukrainian positions, all of which 
indicates they are setting conditions for subsequent offensive 
actions. Russian forces continued rocket and artillery strikes on 
Zaporizhia, Kherson, Dnipropetrovsk, and Mykolaiv Oblasts. The 
Ukrainian Resistance Center additionally reported instances of 
Ukrainian partisan activity targeting collaboration officials and 
Russian artillery systems in Enerhodar and Melitopol, indicating 
continued and organized Ukrainian resistance in occupied areas 
of Ukraine. 

Immediate items to watch 

• Russian forces are likely reinforcing their grouping 
north of Kharkiv City to prevent further advances of the 
Ukrainian counteroffensive toward the Russian border. 
Russian forces may commit elements of the 1st Tank 
Army to northern Kharkiv in the near future.  

• The Russians will continue efforts to encircle 
Severodonetsk and Lysychansk at least from the south, possibly by focusing on cutting off the last highway 
connecting Severodonetsk-Lysychansk with the rest of Ukraine. 

• Russian forces in Mariupol will likely shift their focus to occupational control of the city as the siege of Azovstal 
has concluded. 

• Russian forces are likely preparing for Ukrainian counteroffensives and settling in for protracted operations in 
southern Ukraine. 

Putin left humiliated after £4m missile only destroys beach toilet - Putin has faced further humiliation after a 
£4 million missile strike managed to destroy nothing but a beach toilet. Russian commanders seemed to get their targets 
confused when the weapons were fired on Odessa, wiping out only the public toilet instead of the city. 

The Black Sea port plays a vital role in the overall economy of Ukraine and is currently under Russian naval block. While 
the city is a key strategic target for Putin and has come under heavy fire. Ukraine's southern operational command 
confirmed that the public bathroom had been destroyed in a statement, reports the Daily Star. 

"Another missile strike with the use of aircraft was inflicted on the Odesa region," it read. "With air-based missiles, the 
enemy significantly 'damaged the air' in the southern Odesa region. 

Syria’s barrel bomb experts in Russia to help with potential Ukraine campaign - Technicians linked to the 

Syrian military’s infamous barrel bombs that have wreaked devastation across much of the country have been deployed 
to Russia to help potentially prepare for a similar campaign in the Ukraine war, European officials believe. 
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Intelligence officers say more than 50 specialists, all with vast experience in making and delivering the crude explosive, 
have been in Russia for several weeks working alongside officials from Vladimir Putin’s military. 

Their arrival is understood to be one factor behind US and European warnings that the Russian military may have been 
preparing for the use of chemical weapons in the conflict, which has entered its fourth month with little sign of slowing. 

Barrel bombs – crude explosives packed in to a drum and dropped from a helicopter – were used to devastating effect 
throughout the Syrian war. The regime was also regularly accused of filling canisters with chlorine and dropping them on 
opposition held towns and cities, causing hundreds of deaths and sparking widespread alarm. 

With no anti-aircraft weapons, the anti-Assad opposition had little to counter the Syrian military’s air supremacy, which 
was a big factor in the regime clawing back parts of the country after 10 years of war. 

The situation is very different in Ukraine, however, where Ukrainian troops armed with lethal ground to air missiles can 
bring down Russian jets and helicopters, stalling advances and exposing ground forces to withering artillery fire. 

The officials believe between 800 and 1,000 Syrian troops have so far volunteered to travel to Russia, where the Kremlin 
has promised them salaries of between $1,500-$4,000 – up to 20 times the amounts they would receive in Syria, where 
an economic collapse has ravaged the local currency’s value. 

Russia ‘using weapons smuggled by Iran from Iraq against Ukraine’ - Russia is receiving munitions and military 

hardware sourced from Iraq for its war effort in Ukraine with the help of Iranian weapons smuggling networks, according 
to members of Iranian-backed Iraqi militias and regional intelligence services with knowledge of the process. 

RPGs and anti-tank missiles, as well as Brazilian-designed rocket launcher systems, have been dispatched to Russia from 
Iraq as Moscow’s campaign has faltered in the last month, the Guardian has learned. 

An Iranian-made Bavar 373 missile system, similar to the Russian S-300, has also been donated to Moscow by the 
authorities in Tehran, who also returned an S-300, according to a source who helped organize the transport. 

Using the weapons-trafficking underworld would signal a dramatic shift in Russian strategy, as Moscow is forced to lean 
on Iran, its military ally in Syria, following new sanctions triggered by the invasion of Ukraine. 

The developments also have huge implications for the direction and volume of trade in the international weapons 
trafficking business. 

If the Putin regime is destabilized that has huge implications for Iran, particularly in Syria, where Damascus is dependent 
on Russian air support and Russia coordinates to avoid direct conflict between them and Israel. 

Russian manufacturers have reportedly been hit hard by the new restrictions, with Ukraine saying that the country’s main 
armored vehicle plant, as well as a tractor factory, have run out of parts for making and repairing tanks. 

Revised western estimates are that 29 of Russia’s original battalion tactical groups are now “combat non-effective” from 
an invading force that is estimated at 125 battalions – which is about 75% of Russia’s total army - in the six-week-old 
“special military operation”. 

Russian TV Shows Off Rare 2S4 Mega Mortar-Then Ukraine Blows It Up - As Russian troops attempt to break 
through Ukrainian lines in the Donbas region and encircle forces defending the city of Severodonetsk, it’s employing a 
variety of rare, specialized weapons including BMP-T ‘Terminator’ anti-personnel tanks (as referenced in yesterday’s War 
Update) and KUB-BLA kamikaze drones. 
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Recently, Russian military reporter Aleksandr ‘Sasha’ Kots revealed Russia was also employing its super-sized 2S4 
“Tyulpan” (“Tulip”) 240-millimeter self-propelled mortars, designed to penetrate and destroy heavy fortifications and 
large building. 

This weapon, which has no counterpart in Western service, is by far the largest-caliber mortar system in service. Out of 
hundreds deployed during the Cold War, Russia retained just 40-50 in operational service—10-12 per district-level High 
Power Artillery Brigade. 

Earlier in May 2022, a 2S4 was photographed firing at Ukrainian forces holed up in the Azovstal steel facility in Mariupol 
using a guided Smel’chak round. 

Ukrainian forces geolocated the 2S4’s approximate position using the imagery from the TV segment and destroyed the 
weapon.  

This is the first 2S4 confirmed lost by Russia in the conflict, though Moscow reportedly retains up to 400 inactive systems 
in storage, some of which could eventually be refurbished to replace losses. 

Ukrainian fighters' joy as they blow up one of Russia's deadly vacuum bomb launchers in enormous 
explosion - Ukrainian fighters were overjoyed after they blew up one of 

Russia's deadly vacuum bomb launchers in an enormous explosion. The 
Ukrainian 80th Air Assault Brigade hit a TZM-T (TOS-1 reloading vehicle) 
with a Stugna-P ATGM, a Ukrainian anti-tank guided missile. A second 
explosive ignited the gas, creating a huge explosion that then sucks in 
surrounding air. 

Footage shows missiles being fired at a Russian TOS-1 launcher on the 
side of a hill before the thermobaric missile launcher explodes with a 
massive ball of fire and thick smoke.  

Thermobaric missiles are defined by their type of explosion, which sucks in surrounding air to prompt a high-temperature 
explosion, often called vacuum bombs. 

Zelenskyy says UN, Red Cross order Russia to take its 'mountains of corpses' - The United Nations and the 
International Committee of the Red Cross have directed Russian President Vladimir Putin to remove his "mountain of 
corpses," Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy said Saturday.  

"They abandoned their military," Zelenskyy said in an interview with a Ukrainian news outlet. "They were dying, but they 
didn't care. Recently I was told that they are only now thinking about taking the corpses.  

"When the war started…they used to pretend that there were no corpses," he continued. "The UN and the Red Cross 
said – take these bags away. Mountains of corpses of their military." 

Putin 

Putin backlash begins as furious revelers chant ‘**** the war!’ at Russian concert - Thousands of concert 

goers in St Petersburg, Russia, were heard chanting and condemning the war in recent footage, showing defiance against 

Putin's 'special operation' 

Backlash against the war in Ukraine has begun in Russia where thousands of people screamed condemnation at a concert. 

Revelers were heard chanting "**** the war" repeatedly in footage from the concert in St Petersburg. 
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It shows defiance against Vladimir Putin's 'special military operation' which suggests the Russian President's TV 

propaganda machine is failing. Kremlin authorities have tried to manage strict censorship of information about the war 

against Ukraine. 

But anti-war protests and demonstrations have still erupted across the authoritarian nation, reports the Express Online. 

The war has been covered in extensive detail via Russian state-controlled TV since the invasion of Ukraine in February. 

It has been used as a propaganda machine with its content strictly pro-war, with Russian authorities trying to justify 

military intervention. 

Putin 'will be sent to sanatorium to avoid coup', claims ex-MI6 chief - It's simply a matter of time before Putin 

is gone, with plans underway to send him to a sanatorium, a top former MI6 chief predicts. 

The warmonger could be placed in an establishment for the medical treatment of people with chronic illness by next 

year, Sir Richard Dearlove claims. 

There has been a string of claims about the health of the leader, with some reports suggesting he is suffering from cancer, 

undergoing chemotherapy and steroid treatment among other ailments. 

Other reports claim Putin is suffering from Parkinson's or early-stage dementia. Speaking on the One Decision podcast, 

Britain's Secret Intelligence Service's former boss says Putin would soon exit office to receive medical treatment. 

"I think he'll be gone by 2023 - but probably into the sanatorium, from which he will not emerge as the leader of Russia," 

he said on the show. "I'm not saying he won't emerge from the sanatorium, but he won't emerge as the leader of Russia 

any longer. "That's a way to sort of move things on without a coup." 

Mr Dearlove said that expert opinion may be beginning to shift in Russia which could indicate a change of thinking and 

attitude. "I don't think public opinion is really shifting in Russia yet, but I think expert opinion may be beginning to shift," 

he said. 

The expert told how he was "rather struck" hearing Putin's latest reaction to Sweden and Finland's plans to join NATO 

and speculated that "somewhere in the machine there is a change of mood." 

"Putin had said as long as NATO didn't open military bases in Sweden and Finland, them joining NATO was not going to 

be a problem for Russia.... I think that there might be the signs of a shift," he continued. Mr Dearlove said there are "some 

very strange shots of Putin" and referred to his leg tapping during a recent meeting as "pretty odd." 

He speculated that we are reaching "the end of this regime in Russia" but "that doesn't mean it is going to disappear." 

"What I'm saying over the next year, 18 months maybe something, it is going to break apart. "There is no question that 

this Ukrainian venture is a catastrophe," he added. 

Putin's Forever War in Ukraine - After almost three months of humanitarian catastrophe, an end to Russia's war in 

Ukraine appears to be farther away than ever. Russia did not achieve the quick victory that Kremlin planners seem to 

have expected back in February, and yet Vladimir Putin shows no sign of abandoning his original aims to "demilitarize" 

and "denazify" Ukraine. Ukraine's armed forces, supported by material aid from the West and moral support from a 

domestic population that increasingly sees this conflict as an existential struggle, remain highly motivated to defend their 

state from outside aggression. It is the perfect recipe for a fierce stalemate. 

"Russia probably does not have sufficient manpower to mount offensives against large cities," says Nikolai Topornin, an 

international relations professor at a major Moscow university and a reservist officer in an artillery corps. "Maybe Russia 

can take some of the smaller towns in the Donetsk and Lugansk region — Kramatorsk, Severodonetsk, Sloviansk — but 
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the idea that it will be possible to occupy regional centers like Dnipro or Zaporizhia is unrealistic given the current balance 

of forces." 

Despite the Russian president's claims at the May 9 military parade that Russia was fighting to bring about "a world with 

no place for executioners, thugs, and Nazis," the Russian political leadership has not mobilized its population for war. 

Russia's official designation of its actions in Ukraine as a "special military operation" means that conscripts cannot be 

sent into battle on Ukrainian soil. Even if the Kremlin officially declares war in the coming days, it will still take weeks to 

outfit and retrain reservist call-ups and months to get the next batch of conscripts ready for actual combat. 

This reality does not mean that a Ukrainian victory is imminent. "Even the Ukrainians admit that Russia has an advantage 

in firepower: tanks, artillery, rockets, airplanes," Topornin added. "That makes it almost impossible to drive Russian 

troops out of the territory that they already occupy. The war is likely to take on a more protracted character, with 

continuing battles in the east and periodic strikes to prevent regular life from resuming in the areas of Ukraine behind 

the front lines." 

Peace Talks 

A distant reality - "At the start of the war, the Russians wanted to capture and control cities, but they could not do 

this," Nataliya Gumenyuk, founder of the Ukrainian Public Interest Journalism Lab says. "Now it looks like they do not 

want to get into the fights in the cities, but to shell them to the point that there's nothing left to defend. Russia could not 

take and hold a city like Mariupol, so they destroyed it, as if to say 'perhaps we cannot conquer you, but we can at least 

punish you.'" 

This fact is not lost on those living under the constant threat of Russian bombardment. Every week sees dozens of such 

strikes, mostly concentrated against large northern cities such as Kharkiv and Kyiv, but also stretching south to Mykolaiv 

and Odesa on the Black Sea coast, and occasionally hitting as far west as Lviv. 

"After Bucha and Mariupol, we understand that for us this is an existential battle," says Oleksiy Honcharenko, a deputy 

in Ukraine's Verkhovna Rada. "Everyone wants the bloodshed to stop, but we understand that if we stop fighting, the 

bloodshed will only be worse. That's why we need more artillery, more anti-aircraft and missile defense systems, more 

armored vehicles, and further political support from the West. Ukrainians of course are suffering most of all from this 

war, but if we cannot maintain our independence, Russia will destroy us as a people." 

Volodymyr Yermolenko, editor-in-chief of independent media outlet UkraineWorld, said "nothing short of a total defeat 

can stop the Russian leadership from continuing to prosecute this war." 

"Russia is a wounded empire, much like Nazi Germany and fascist Italy were, and Ukrainians understand that any deal to 

lay down our arms would only lead to further massacres like the one we saw in Bucha," he said. "We should be prepared 

for a very long struggle." 

Ukrainian society — by every indication, correctly — believes that it is engaged in a fight to the death with the Russian 

Federation. It is not simple pride or territorial ambition that prevents the Kyiv government from conceding to Russian 

demands for "demilitarization" or "forced neutrality" — it is existential fear. Russia is bombing maternity hospitals and 

civilian shelters in Kharkiv and Mariupol and calling its actions a "liberation." Ukrainian society has every reason to believe 

that without the protection of its Western-backed army, Russian artillery would soon do the same to Kyiv and Odesa. 

Polish president pushes back against territorial concessions for Ukraine - Polish President Andrzej Duda 

pushed back against "worrying voices" who believe that Ukraine should agree to territorial concessions in order to end 

the war during an address to the Ukrainian parliament Sunday, Reuters reported. 
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Why it matters: Duda's speech, which earned a standing ovation, is the first in-person address to the Ukrainian parliament 

by a foreign leader since the start of the invasion, per Politico. 

What they're saying: "Only Ukraine has the right to decide about its future," Duda said. 

Ukraine rules out ceasefire or territory concessions - Ukrainian presidential adviser Mykhailo Podolyak ruled out 

the possibility of a ceasefire or territorial concessions during an interview with Reuters on Saturday, arguing that such a 

move would only embolden Russia. 

"The war must end with the complete restoration of Ukraine's territorial integrity and sovereignty," Andriy Yermak, 

Ukrainian President Zelenskyy's chief of staff, tweeted on Sunday. 

Sanctions 

Thailand ready to boost trade with Russia to $10 billion - Thailand and Russia are ready to boost bilateral trade 

to US$10 billion next year, Commerce Minister Jurin Laksanawisit said on Saturday. 

He said details of the new trade ties would be ironed out at the upcoming fifth meeting of the Thailand-Russia trade and 

economic cooperation subcommittee. 

Impacts 

Foreign investors are fleeing China – State media have not tried to hide the fact that billions of dollars in global 

investors’ funds have drained away from China in recent weeks. They have attributed the outflows—$11.5bn since the 

start of March—to volatility in global markets, a hawkish Federal Reserve and the impact of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine 

on global supply chains. 

Indeed, China’s markets have experienced short spells of outflows in recent years only to see them reverse quickly, 

usually within two months. Onshore markets have mainly been a sure bet since the inclusion of many mainland-traded 

securities in several global indices, such as MSCI’s flagship emerging-markets index, starting in 2018. Tens of billions of 

dollars’ worth of inflows have been ushered into China’s markets each year since then. Occasional outflows, once in 2019 

and twice in 2020, have occurred in that time. 

A Whole Age of Warfare Sank With the Moskva - On March 9, 1862, the Union warship Monitor met its 

Confederate counterpart, Virginia. After a four-hour exchange of fire, the two fought to a draw. It was the first battle of 

ironclads. In one day, every wooden ship of the line of every naval power became immediately obsolete. 

On December 7, 1941, the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor. If the battle of the ironclads settled once and for all the wood-

versus-iron debate, Japanese carrier-based aircraft settled the battleship-versus-carrier debate by sinking the cream of 

America’s battleship fleet in a single morning. 

On April 14, 2022, the Ukrainians sank the Russian cruiser Moskva with a pair of Neptune anti-ship missiles. And that 

success posed an urgent question to the world’s major militaries: Has another age of warfare just begun? After 20 years 

spent fighting the post-9/11 wars, the United States military’s attention is again focused on a peer-level adversary. The 

Pentagon hasn’t been thinking this way since the Cold War, and it is attempting a profound transformation. Today, fierce 

debate attends this transformation, and nowhere more acutely than in the Marine Corps. 

In March 2020, the Marine commandant, General David Berger, published “Force Design 2030.” This controversial paper 

announced a significant restructuring based on the belief that “the Marine Corps is not organized, trained, equipped or 

postured to meet the demands of the rapidly evolving future operating environment.” That “future operating 
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environment” is an imagined war with China in the South Pacific—but in many ways, that hypothetical conflict resembles 

the real war in Ukraine. 

The military we have—an army built around tanks, a navy built around ships, and an air force built around planes, all of 

which are technologically advanced and astronomically expensive—is platform-centric. So far, in Ukraine, the signature 

land weapon hasn’t been a tank but an anti-tank missile: the Javelin. The signature air weapon hasn’t been an aircraft, 

but an anti-air missile: the Stinger. And as the sinking of the Moskva showed, the signature maritime weapon hasn’t been 

a ship but an anti-ship missile: the Neptune. 

Berger believes a new age of war is upon us. In “Force Design 2030,” he puts the following sentence in bold: “We must 

acknowledge the impacts of proliferated precision long-range fires, mines, and other smart weapons, and seek innovative 

ways to overcome these threat capabilities.” The weapons General Berger refers to include the same family of anti-

platform weapons Ukrainians are using to incinerate Russian tanks, shoot down Russian helicopters, and sink Russian 

warships. The successes against a platform-centric Russian Goliath by an anti-platform-centric Ukrainian David have 

elicited cheers in the West, but what we are witnessing in Ukraine may well be a prelude to the besting of our own 

American Goliath. 

A food insecurity expert predicts that there's only 10 weeks of wheat supplies left in the world as Russian 

invasion disrupts production. 

The world has about 10 weeks of wheat supplies stored as Russia's invasion of Ukraine enters its fourth month, a food 

insecurity expert told the UN.  

Sara Menker, the CEO of agriculture analytics firm Gro Intelligence, told the UN Security Council that the Russia-Ukraine 

war was not the cause of a food security crisis but "simply added fuel to a fire that was long burning." Ukraine is 

considered the world's "breadbasket" and Russia and Ukraine combined account for almost a third of the world's wheat 

exports. 

Satellite imagery has identified deliberate Russian attacks and density bombing of Ukrainian grain sites, storage facilities 

and framing zones. These are targeted strikes intended to destroy Ukraine’s ability to harvest and process wheat. 

'TikTok' Chechen troops are ridiculed - Feared when they invaded Ukraine three months ago, pro-Russia Chechen 

fighters are now facing mockery for being more interested in uploading TikTok videos than fighting. 

Videos of these fighters with their distinctive beards posing against the ruins of Mariupol, backslapping each other as 

they shoot at traffic lights and fooling around on stolen motorbikes litter the TikTok social media channel. 

"This is the Chechen 'TikTok' battalion in Mariupol," the MilitaryLand.net blog wrote underneath a video of Chechen 

commanders strolling down a destroyed street. "Note how clean their uniforms are and their equipment is." 

This interest in social media appears to be encouraged by the Chechen fighters' leader, Ramzan Kadyrov, who posts 

videos and long think-pieces daily about the glory of Russia and the supposed prowess of his soldiers. 

Containment 

Putin’s Next Nightmare: Ukraine Could Get US Anti-Ship Missiles (And More) - Republican Senate Minority 

Leader Mitch McConnell said on the Senate floor that the package “goes far beyond charity.” 

“The future of America’s security and core strategic interests will be shaped by the outcome of this fight,” he added, 

calling on senators on both sides to “join this bipartisan supermajority.” 
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While the U.S. has not confirmed what weapons will be sent to Ukraine, we do know what Ukrainian President Volodymyr 

Zelenskyy has asked for on multiple occasions. Speaking to Defense News, Senator John Barrasso of Wyoming and Rep. 

Jason Crow of Colorado confirmed that the Ukrainian president told them he is seeking long-range artillery, anti-ship 

missile systems, and more sophisticated drones. 

Anti-Ship Missile Systems - It looks like Ukraine will get the anti-ship missiles it has requested. Three U.S. officials and 

two congressional sources say that the United States is considering sending the Harpoon anti-ship missile system built by 

Boeing, and the Naval Strike Missile built by Kongsberg and Raytheon. 

The missiles will help Ukraine take out Russian cruisers blocking Ukrainian ships filled with 22 million tons of grain from 

leaving its ports in the Black Sea. 

Long-Range Artillery - It’s not clear whether the United States will fulfill this request. Right now, Washington has sent 

M777 artillery batteries to Ukraine, but Kyiv seems to want even more or more advanced systems. 

Speaking to Politico on the condition of anonymity, one Biden official said that the two countries are still in “active 

discussion” about the long-range systems. 

These will be needed in order to counter Russian long-range bombardment capabilities.  

Advanced Drones - The United States has already fulfilled Zelenskyy’s request for more sophisticated drones, sending 

the newly-developed Phoenix Ghost drones to Ukraine in recent aid packages. The United States has reportedly delivered 

a “small proportion” of the promised package of 121 brand new Phoenix Ghost drones. 

Sen. Mitt Romney suggests 'NATO could engage' in Ukraine, 'potentially obliterating Russia's struggling military' 

if Putin used nuclear weapons. 

Sen. Mitt Romney suggested in a New York Times essay that "NATO could engage" in Ukraine, "potentially obliterating 

Russia's struggling military" as an option against Russian President Vladimir Putin were he to deploy nuclear weapons. 

The Utah senator also suggested that the West confront China and other Russian-allied nations with an ultimatum. 

"You are either with us, or you are with Russia — you cannot be with both," Romney wrote.  

"Russia's use of a nuclear weapon would unarguably be a redefining, reorienting geopolitical event," Romney continued. 

"Any nation that chose to retain ties with Russia after such an outrage would itself also become a global pariah." 

 


